What Do You Need? Eldon, Missouri Mission Moment

Last week, we shared a story about ongoing recovery in Jefferson City, Missouri, where First Christian Church is serving their neighbors and investing in the future of their community. The same storm system that impacted Jefferson City also spawned damaging tornadoes in nearby communities, including Eldon, Missouri. Here is how they weathered the storm. Week of Compassion is grateful to partner with Disciples who respond in times of need, taking care of church members as well as neighbors!

On Wednesday, May 22 of 2019, an EF1 tornado went through the city of Eldon, Missouri. The storm brought winds of 104 miles-per-hour and tracked for 13 miles. Many homes were damaged, while others experienced power outages lasting several days. Many homes and apartments in the community had extensive damage, and the immediate future was uncertain.

At daybreak, Pastor Bill Foglesong of First Christian Church began checking on his members, neighbors, and of course, the church building. Thankfully, Eldon First Christian Church had no visible damage. The Eldon Ministerial Alliance gathered, prayed and began organizing to address the destruction in the community. The Eldon churches, along with many of the Eldon community service organizations, were united in caring for their neighbors and meeting immediate needs.

The local community center—which was running on a generator—served as the primary shelter. Since they had power, many people came to the center for food, coffee, water and a warm place to rest. The two grocery stores in town were damaged, so they sent all of their perishable food items to the shelter.

Leaders of Eldon First Christian Church and Serve Eldon community group who were not affected by the storm gave their time to help. Some gathered donations of food and water, or organized the supplies that began flowing into the center. Others began cooking meals and coordinating volunteers. Together, this community became co-workers in rebuilding lives and investing in their shared future.

Pastor Foglesong’s wife, Lisa shares her perspective:
Neither of us had been through any disaster before and it was mind numbing. With some of our people being affected and the whole town in disaster reaction mode, we didn’t know what to do. Our Regional Minister, Rev. Paul Koch called --he had seen Eldon on the news. When Paul asked how he could help, we were still stunned and had no immediate answer. Paul said he would contact Week of Compassion Executive Director, Vy Nguyen.

Moments later, Vy called and said simply: “what do you need?” Just a few days after, we received a check to assist our congregation members who had suffered damage from the storm.

Those two phone calls with offers of help and concern made all the difference when we were feeling overwhelmed. In those moments, we knew there was someone out there reaching out to us; and we knew that we could go to the community center and begin serving others too. The rest is history: the community came together, food came in, hot meals were made and served, and pastors and church members came in to help. People were cared for and comforted…

Knowing we were not alone and were supported by our wider Church was the breath we needed to answer the call of those in need around us. No more time for tears or shock – work needed to be done.

We did not need a large amount of money, but those who received support from Week of Compassion were surprised and grateful that the church was walking alongside them as they dealt with their own personal disasters. In that time of need, we served our neighbors as proud Disciples-- knowing the wider Church was behind us.

Thank you to the Week of Compassion and all who support this ministry. They were there for us in our time of crisis. We worked in this disaster with the feeling of support and love in our hearts from our church, which enabled us to serve in Christ’s name.

This Sunday, February 23, many Disciples congregations will receive a Special Offering for Week of Compassion. This support enables our wider Church to respond to disasters like the tornado in Eldon. Not only do we help meet immediate needs in a community following a disaster; we also share support with Disciples who are stepping up to serve their neighbors in a time of crisis. Through your generosity, we are prepared to respond to the next tornado—or the next fire, or flood, or earthquake—sharing compassion with those in need.

For more stories and mission moments like this one-- as well as additional resources and worship materials-- visit www.weekofcompassion.org/2020
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